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Item condition is a critical decision making dimension in the used purchase context (Chen et al., 2018).
Further, used items are plagued by buyer’s contamination fears (Rozin & Fallon, 1987). Previous
research suggests that buyers’ interest in seller information is mostly exchange-based and functional
(Vila-Brunet & Llach, 2020). However, research in magical contamination suggests that used items may
be imbued with positive essence (Haung et al., 2017). We therefore propose that previous owner
attachment may have positive effects on buyers’ perceptions, extending beyond lay beliefs about
previous owner information in a more complex pattern. We present a model of buyer considerations in
secondhand exchange: condition, contamination, and care. Care for an item is assumed through
previous owner attachment. We suggest that care (i.e., high attachment) can influence perceptions of
condition by making an item seem less contaminated. This is counterintuitive as one may assume that
greater attachment suggests increased usage.

Context: Used jeans
Manipulation: 
In the high (low) attachment condition, 
participants read the following under seller 
comments: “I was (wasn’t) very attached to 
these jeans. I felt (didn’t feel) connected to 
them. I (don’t) think I will have fond 
memories about these jeans.”
Measures: 
• Condition (7=excellent)
• Contamination (7=disgusting)
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Study 2: Main Effect of Owner Attachment Study 1: Lay Assumptions of Owner Attachment Study 3: Impact on Purchase & WTP
Context: Used book
Manipulation: Same as Study 2
Measures: 
• Condition & Contamination → Same pattern as Study 2
• Attitude toward previous owner, purchase likelihood, WTP
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Sample: N = 100, MAge = 32.19, 48% female
Tested Assumptions: 
1. Buyers expect resellers to have a low level of attachment to resold items

• Confirmed ✅: Participants felt resellers were very unlikely to resell items 
that they are attached to (M = 2.69) and that previous owners have a low 
attachment to items they resell (M = 3.45)

2. Buyers don’t want to know information about the previous owner
• Mixed ✅❎: Qualitative responses indicated 55% would like information 

about the owner and 32% would not
• Many (56.25%) explicitly stated previous owner information was 

unnecessary, useless, or irrelevant

www.vox.com/the-goods/22358257/depop-mother-
clothes-secondhand

Theory DevelopmentExamples in the Marketplace

The popularity of secondhand exchanges, where consumers buy and resell used items,
has grown exponentially in the past decade (thredUP, 2020), yet it remains seriously
understudied in consumer behavior research as compared to traditional “firsthand”
contexts (Ertz, 2017). In secondhand exchanges, buyers face increased uncertainty,
specifically related to the item’s condition. Separate from traditional wear-and-tear, used
items are often perceived to be contaminated, both physically by germs and dirt
(Ackerman & Hu, 2016) and magically with essence of the previous owner (Huang et al.,
2017). Because reselling platforms and individual resellers make choices about how much
information to disclose about previous ownership, understanding how knowledge of the
previous owner impacts buyer perceptions is critical (Armstrong Soule & Hanson, 2021).

Motivation for ResearchAbstract
This research explores how a previous owner’s attachment to a secondhand item
impacts buyers’ perceptions. Specifically, three studies demonstrate that
attachment to a used item alters buyers’ perceptions in a counterintuitive manner.
Initial qualitative evidence documents lay assumptions that sellers of secondhand
items have low attachment to items and uncertainty around the significance of the
previous owner’s identity. However, experimental results demonstrate that when
the previous owner indicates attachment to their item, buyers perceive the item to
be less contaminated and in better condition, contradicting the notion that
attachment leads to negative perceptions of more usage and wear.
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